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New Solution for Protecting Mobile Device Carts from Theft 
Perfect for iPads in Education 1:1 Programs 

 
Martinez, CA – August, 2014 – In an effort to increase security for mobile device carts in 
schools, D&D has introduced the CART•DOCK which is a cart docking station that 
accommodates virtually any cart on the market today.  With a massive influx of mobile 
devices in the U.S. in K-12 education, the schools have become extremely vulnerable 
with expensive technology devices stored on campus.  The CART•DOCK is the perfect 
security device accessory for Common Core Standards in a 1:1 mobile device program. 
For iPads carts in education, or any mobile device cart, the CART•DOCK prevents 
unauthorized movement of the cart. 
 
It has become a common occurrence for thieves to steal an entire cart from a school, by 
merely rolling the cart off the campus into a truck or van.   
 
After several years of testing and research, the CART•DOCK has proven to be easy to 
install, adjustable for most any cart type design and strong enough to offer a deterrent to 
aggressive criminals.    
  
“Our K-12 and government customers are rapidly moving toward mobile devices and are 
deploying them with mobile carts to secure, charge and store them. We immediately saw 
the need for a strong and economical security device to prevent theft or unauthorized 
movement of the entire cart which is filled with valuable devices – often representing a 
huge technology investment for our customers – this one device can prevent the loss of 
thousands of dollars of devices”, said Jeff Rogers, Vice President and General Manager 
of D&D Security.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
ABOUT D&D SECURITY RESOURCES 
Built on a foundation of service and innovation, D&D Security Resources has provided 
high quality products and services for over 40 years.  D&D Security Resources offers 
technology support accessories, anti-theft security products, mounting systems and 
technology furniture – all at competitive prices. For more information visit 
www.ddsecurity.com. 
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